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Abstract. A critical concern with lung 4D-CT is the low superior-inferior res-
olution, due to the consideration of radiation dose. We propose a resolution en-
hancement approach that reconstructs missing intermediate slices by exploiting
the idea that information lost in one respiratory phase can be found in others,
according to the complimentary nature of inter-phase information. Our approach
is based on a patch-based framework that explores the role of group-sparsity in-
volving groups of similar neighbouring patches. We discuss the regularizing role
of group-sparsity, which helps in reducing the effect of noise and enables bet-
ter enhancement of anatomical structures. Our results positively demonstrate the
potential of group-sparsity for 4D-CT resolution enhancement.

1 Introduction

4D-CT plays a crucial role in radiation therapy for lung cancer. Unlike 3D-CT under
free breathing, 4D-CT provides a more accurate estimate of the lung motion across
respiratory phases. This helps to better localize the moving structures in the lung.

However, to control radiation dose in 4D-CT, usually a reduced number of slices are
acquired, which results in low superior-inferior resolution. This can adversely affect
the image quality [1] due to false apparent vessel discontinuities, shape distortions etc.,
which makes the assessment of tumor and vessel structures difficult [7]. This compro-
mises the potential of 4D-CT for providing accurate structural information. Resolution
enhancement here aims at addressing this important limitation.

Resolution enhancement, often known as super-resolution (SR), involves retrieving
lost high-frequency sampling information (e.g. fine structures) [2,3]. Typically, SR ap-
proaches exploit multiple observations with relative sub-pixel motion [2] or a large
dictionary of local patches from an off-line high-resolution (HR) image dataset [3,4].

For 4D-CT, it is difficult to rely on accurate registration due to poor superior-inferior
resolution. While there have been attempts for correspondence-based interpolation [5]
or super-resolution via motion-estimation [6], in general, registration-based method
can be quite inaccurate, as demonstrated in [7]. Also, availability of large off-line
HR datasets for constructing dictionaries is infeasible. Nevertheless, one can exploit
motion-induced information in a patch-based framework without the need for registra-
tion and large HR data. Due to lung motion, local image information across respiratory
phases is complimentary, which one can capture in a dictionary of patches [7,8].

We propose a group-sparsity-based approach to integrate such local inter-phase lo-
cal information. Our approach involves multiple dictionaries that consider spatial neigh-
bourhood and similarity. Our work is closely related to the sparse representation method
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in [7], which, however, does not employ any neighbourhood constraints. Accordingly,
relatively large-scale patches have to be used in [7], in order to resist noise and other
artifacts. However, a large scale results in over-smoothing. On the other hand, a smaller
scale to improve localization could result in an error-prone noisy reconstruction.

Such a behaviour is an example of ‘noise-structure trade-off’ [2]. From a clinical
view, structural accuracy and localization is important for assessment of shape/extent
of tumors and anatomical structures, which is vital in radiation therapy. It is also crucial
that noise-effects and artifacts are minimized during reconstruction. Thus, the clinical
importance of mitigating the ‘noise-structure trade-off’ can be clearly appreciated.

In this regard, we harness the regularizing potential of group-sparsity over spatially
neighbouring patches. This enables a constructive use of smaller patch-scale, which
helps in enhancing local structures, while still being robust to noise effects and artifacts.

Thus, our work contributes in: 1) Advancing the recent and clinically important area
of 4D-CT resolution enhancement in a different framework than traditional SR meth-
ods; 2) Exploring the role of group-sparsity for image reconstruction; 3) Exploiting
neighbourhood constraints for better structural enhancement.

2 Role of Group-Sparsity in Regularization

In many estimation problems, multiple factors (tasks) can be related. In such cases, the
sparse representation problem can be expressed for a group of tasks as follows:

Â = argmin
αl

P∑

l=1

||yl −Dlαl||22 + λ||A||2,1, where ||A||2,1 =

m∑

q=1

||aq ||2 (1)

Here, yl is the observation andDl is the dictionary for the lth task.A=[α1, .., αl, .., αP ]
is an m × P matrix whose columns are coefficient vectors related to the P different
tasks. Each vector αl describes the linear combination of atoms in Dl that best matches
yl. ||A||2,1 is the l2,1-norm, viz. an l1-norm over the l2-norms of the rows of A, where

aq denotes the qth row of A. The l2,1-norm enforces coefficient vectors for all tasks to
have a similar sparsity structure, i.e., same locations of the zero elements. The intuition
is that the related tasks employ the same (or similar) dictionary atoms.

Such an insight helps us to exploit the regularization potential of group-sparsity. We
group patches into dictionaries, considering spatial neighbourhood and appearance sim-
ilarity. The selected patches satisfy closeness with their neighbouring patches, result-
ing in smoothness, which, however, tends not to adversely affect the salient structures.
Thus, group-sparsity plays a regularizing role towards mitigating the noise-structure
trade-off. To our knowledge, only [10,11] employ group-sparsity for image reconstruc-
tion. While our method is very different, these works support such an intuition.

3 Methodology

Given 4D-CT data I = {Ii(s)|i = 1, ...., L; s = 1, ...., S} (with L phases and S slices),

we estimate a slice between Ii(s) and Ii(s+1) for the ith phase, in a patch-wise manner
[7]. We consider patches from Ii(s) and Ii(s+ 1) to form the observation vectors.
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Ours is a two-stage strategy, where the second stage uses the reconstructed slice from
the first. We elaborate our method for the first step, and briefly indicate the modifications
in the second. Patches are used as lexicographic vectors and, for simplicity, we do not
use the subscript denoting the phase in which the slice is reconstructed.

3.1 Group-Based Dictionary Construction and Group-Sparse Representation

Our method involves a group of neighbouring patches. Below, we discuss the dictionary
construction for this group, followed by our group-sparse representation.

Dictionary Construction for the Central Patch
The dictionary construction for the central patch is similar to that in [7]. The 2D
patches yU

c and yL
c from I(s) and I(s + 1), respectively, and their x and y gradients

(Fx(yU
c ),F

y(yU
c ),F

x(yL
c ),F

y(yL
c )) are used as observations. We search for candidate

patches ypc in a 3D region in each phase p (other than the current phase), around the
same locations as that of yU

c and yL
c . We select the K best patches yielding the K low-

ermost costs. Observing that yU
c and yL

c may be dissimilar, we incorporate a balancing
condition in the overall cost Ed

c as defined below.

Ed
c = EU

c + EL
c if 1/ε < EU

c /EL
c < ε, and Ed

c = ∞ otherwise (2)

where the sub-costs EU
c and EL

c , involving yU
c and yL

c , respectively, are defined as

EU
c = ||yU

c − ypc ||2 + γ(||Fx(yU
c )− Fx(ypc)||2 + ||Fy(yU

c )− Fy(ypc)||2) (3)

EL
c = ||yL

c − ypc ||2 + γ(||Fx(yL
c )− Fx(ypc)||2 + ||Fy(yL

c )− Fy(ypc)||2)
where γ is the weighting of the gradient feature cost. Thus, only those patches which
yield a low-cost and are similar to both yU

c and yL
c are included in the dictionary.

A similar balancing as in equation (2) is also used in [7], but during the greedy
sparse representation step. We follow a non-greedy optimization for sparse representa-
tion, where the balancing term yields non-linearities. Hence, we incorporate it during
dictionary construction, to resist imbalanced patches from entering the optimization.

Dictionary Construction for Neighbouring Patches
Having defined the dictionary for the central patch (say Dc), we now constructN neigh-
bourhood dictionaries D1 to DN using observed patches yU

1 , ...,y
U
N and yL

1 , ...,y
L
N

neighbouring to the central patch yU
c and yL

c , respectively. This proceeds as follows:
a) Patches in D1, ..., DN are selected such that their spatial relationship with those in
Dc is consistent as that of yU

1 , ...,y
U
N to yU

c (and yL
1 , ...,y

L
N to yL

c ). For instance, if yU
1

is left to yU
c , then the patches in D1 are left to those in Dc. This ensures that the spatial

correspondence among neighbouring candidate patches is same as that of neighbouring
observed patches. b) To induce a constructive smoothness, the candidate patches that
contribute to the dictionaries satisfy a soft-similarity condition (equation (4)), so as to
avoid the inclusion of unsuitable patches in the dictionaries.

ypn ∈ Dn if Ed
n < κEd

c (4)
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where ypn is the candidate patch for dictionary Dn, and Ed
n is the corresponding cost

for ypn (defined similarly to Ed
c , using proper change in subscripts). κ is a threshold pa-

rameter. Note that this condition plays a similar (rather, a softer) role as neighbourhood
similarity [4], which advocates that neighbours tend to be similar in appearance. Hence,
it is fair to assume that neighbouring patches typically tend to have similar costs. Indeed,
the condition helps in excluding those dissimilar neighbouring patches, which may not
be suitable in group-sparse representation for inducing a constructive smoothness.

For every patch, we keep the number of atoms in all dictionaries (including Dc)
equal. Hence, if the above condition is not satisfied by all the neighbouring patches, we
do not include the corresponding patch in any dictionary.

Group-Sparse Coefficient Estimation and Reconstruction
We use the constructed dictionaries to solve for the coefficients that minimizes the
group-sparse problem of equation (1), rewritten for our case in the left equation in (5):

Â = argmin
αk

∑

k∈{{1,...,N},c}
||ỹk −Dkαk||22 + λ||A||2,1 ỹO

c = Dcα̂c (5)

where ỹk is the concatenated observation vector for the kth task defined as: ỹk =
[(yU

k )
T , (γFx(yU

k ))
T , (γFy(yU

k ))
T , (yL

k )
T , (γFx(yL

k ))
T , (γFy(yL

k ))
T ]T . To

maintain dimensional consistency with ỹk , the atoms in the dictionary are defined as
[(ỹpk

)T , (ỹpk
)T ]T , where ỹpk

= [(ypk
)T , (γFx(ypk

))T , (γFy(ypk
))T ]T .

The coefficient matrix Â is estimated via convex optimization of left equation in (5)
[9]. Following this, the output vector ỹO

c corresponding to the central patch is recon-
structed as in the right equation in (5) using α̂c, the coefficient vector corresponding to
the center patch (which is extracted from the matrix Â and normalized to 1). The top
one-sixth of ỹO

c (containing raw intensities) is reshaped and placed into the unknown
slice, with overlapping values properly averaged.

Observe that although the coefficients are estimated for all dictionaries, we only re-
construct the central patch, i.e. using only the dictionary Dc and coefficient vector α̂c.
It might appear that the group-sparsity is not being exploited during the patch recon-
struction. However, we note that group-sparsity regularization guides the coefficient
estimation (including α̂c), thus enabling the selection of those dictionary patches from
Dc for reconstruction and better inducing the controlled smoothness.

3.2 Two-Stage Strategy

The above approach provides a reasonable reconstruction, but has further scope of im-
provement. Hence, we employ a second step that improves upon the above reconstruc-
tion. We now use only the patches from the reconstructed slice.

The dictionary construction cost for the central patch using the patch yR
c in the re-

constructed slice, and its gradients Fx(yR
c ) and Fy(yR

c ), is similar to equation (3) as

Ed
c = ||yR

c − ypc ||2 + γ(||Fx(yR
c )− Fx(ypc)||2 + ||Fy(yR

c )− Fy(ypc)||2) (6)
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Note that here we do not require any balancing condition. The neighbourhood dictio-
naries are also constructed similarly as before, except with yR

1 , ...,y
R
N as the patches

neighbouring to yR
c . Finally, sparse representation and reconstruction is carried out as

Â = argmin
αk

∑

k∈{{1,...,N},c}
||ỹR

k −Dkαk||22 + λ||A||2,1 and ỹF
c = Dcα̂c (7)

where ỹR
k = [(yR

k )
T , (γFx(yR

k ))
T , (γFy(yR

k ))
T ]T , and the dictionary atoms for the

selected patches are denoted as: ỹpk
= [(ypk

)T , (γFx(ypk
))T , (γFy(ypk

))T ]T .
ỹF
c is the output vector which is used in reconstructing the final output slice.

The need for the second step indicates that the group-sparsity method works better
given a ‘good’ estimate from the first step. Hence, inspired by [7], a larger scale is
chosen in the first step, which yields smooth but structurally more correct results. We
then choose a smaller scale in the second step for better structure localization.

While the method in [7] also reduces scale over iterations, the successive outputs are
averaged with a large weight to the output at the highest scale. Our second stage output
is constructed strictly at a lower scale, thus yielding better structural enhancement and
still maintaining robustness to noise and artifacts due to group-sparsity regularization.

4 Experimental Results

Our experiments involve the DIR-Lab lung data [12], containing 10 cases, each with
10 respiratory phases. The in-plane resolution is 1 mm and the superior-inferior reso-
lution is 2.5 mm. We further subsample this data by removing alternate slices, so as
to compare our estimated intermediate slice with the true slice. We provide qualitative
and quantitative results, and also compare with the method in [7], a related sparse-
representation-based approach. As our work is about resolution enhancement, we se-
lect a range of slices with a good amount of vessel structures. The quantitative metrics
are computed around vessel regions extracted using the method in [13]. Such an error
computation emphasizes structural enhancement, better localization and reduction in
artifacts, which is central to SR and an indicator of improvement in spatial resolution.
Due to space constraints, we do not provide visual results for interpolation methods.

We use the MALSAR package [14] for group-sparse coefficient computation. Our
approach involves parameters γ, ε, κ and λ which, for the results below, are as follows:
γ = 0.2, ε = 1.1, κ is chosen so that dictionary contains 300 - 400 patches, and
λ = 40000 (sparsity of ∼ 30%). The patch-size in the first step is 32 × 32 and in the
second is 16 × 16. The 3D search region is 11 × 11 × 11, and we employ N = 4
neighbors to the center patch. It is worth noting that our parameter range for best result
is narrow, which simplifies tuning, in general.

4.1 Visual Qualitative Results

We first demonstrate some qualitative slice reconstructions in Fig. 1, which shows some
typical outputs. The first to third columns depict reconstruction obtained using the ap-
proach in [7], our output, and ground truth, respectively. It can be observed that ves-
sel structures in our outputs are better localized and more accurate than those in [7].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 1. Examples for reconstruction of some slices: (a,d,g) Outputs using the approach in [7].
(b,e,h) Outputs using the proposed method. (c,f,i) Ground-truth.

Method in [7] Our approach Ground-truth Method in [7] Our approach Ground-truth

Fig. 2. Close-up views: Each row depicts the close-up views of two regions from slices shown in
the corresponding row of Fig. 1. Column pairs {1, 4}, {2, 5}, {3, 6} correspond to the results by
the approach in [7], proposed approach and ground-truth, respectively.
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Some of the improvements are marked with red arrows. We zoom into some regions
of Fig. 1, and show the close-up views in Fig. 2, where one can further appreciate our
method achieving more plausible and better structure reconstruction. While the results
are somewhat smooth than ground-truth (which is due to patch averaging), they clearly
indicate improved spatial resolution of vessel structures over the state-of-the-art [7].

4.2 Quantitative Results

We next provide quantitative results averaged over complete sets of data used in our
experiments. Table 1 provides case-wise root-mean-square (RMS) and structural sim-
ilarity (SSIM) metrics for bi-cubic interpolation, the method in [7] and our approach.
Observe that our approach shows a clear improvement with respect to both metrics for
all 10 cases (note that such an order of improvement is common in contemporary super-
resolution (e.g. [3,15])). The RMS results support our claims for overall mitigation of
the noise-structure trade-off, whereas the SSIM results emphasize better structure en-
hancement. In Fig. 3 we show the percentage of slices across cases, for which our ap-
proach favourably compares with that in [7]. Clearly, our approach better reconstructs
a vast majority of slices, which highlights that the group-sparsity-based smoothing in-
deed has a constructive effect. Overall, the RMS improvement is over 85% of the slices
and the SSIM improvement is over 89% of the slices.

Table 1. Average RMS and SSIM for 10 cases

Case (No. of Slices) RMS: Bicubic RMS: [7] RMS: Proposed SSIM: Bicubic SSIM: [7] SSIM: proposed
Case 1 (170) 28.97 18.56 17.96 0.5492 0.7069 0.7127
Case 2 (200) 27.83 16.74 16.32 0.5777 0.7445 0.7511
Case 3 (160) 26.82 15.86 15.15 0.5895 0.7589 0.7734
Case 4 (170) 26.95 17.10 16.36 0.5869 0.7372 0.7550
Case 5 (170) 29.00 19.23 18.24 0.5671 0.7184 0.7329
Case 6 (190) 24.81 17.75 17.25 0.5151 0.6255 0.6421
Case 7 (180) 28.12 18.94 17.94 0.5181 0.6622 0.6856
Case 8 (180) 37.38 26.72 24.70 0.4913 0.6137 0.6462
Case 9 (130) 25.34 16.63 16.04 0.5558 0.6980 0.7123
Case 10 (190) 37.10 25.40 23.74 0.4820 0.6148 0.6461

Average (Total: 1740) 29.23 19.29 18.37 0.5433 0.6860 0.7057

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. % of slices on which our approach performs favourably over [7] for (a) RMS, (b) SSIM
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5 Conclusion

We proposed a super-resolution method for 4D-CT, where we discussed the regularizing
role of group-sparsity and employed it via careful dictionary construction based on
patch neighbourhood and similarity. Our results justify the potential of group-sparsity
for noise robustness and structure enhancement. In the future, we aim to explore other
group-sparsity frameworks and carry out exhaustive parameter analysis.
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